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abstract Flinders Street Station in Melbourne currently serves a dual 
purpose, providing both a transient space that links the city to its 
suburban roots and creating a physical barrier between the city 
and its watercourse. Historically, the Yarra River was a source of 
life and sacred feature of the Australian Aboriginal landscape. A 
renewed interest in the riverfront as the new focus for Melbourne, an 
emerging global city, has turned the area into an urban destination 
following years of neglect. Flinders Station stands at the new centre 
of Melbourne on the North Banks of the Yarra River. The geographical 
isolation and entrenched suburban nature of Melbourne has led to 
the celebration of train travel as a cultural phenomenon. Twice daily 
Flinders Station fi lters Melbourne’s commuters en route between 
the city and suburbia. The integration of a new public space as 
a commuter thoroughfare into the existing rail station introduces 
a transitory space between the disconnected urban/suburban 
landscapes of the commuter experience. The train station is seen 
as a fascinating place of cultural signifi cance where the world of 
fast movement is intermittently juxtaposed with that of dwelling 
and leisure. This thesis redesigns Flinders Street Station, fi ltering 
travelers through a new public landscape to activate the connection 
between city, river, and suburbia while heightening the sense of 
urban arrival and departure. 
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author’s preface This thesis explores Flinders Street Station in Melbourne, Australia, 
as a natural focal point for an urban transformation scheme and a 
reawakening of the city riverscape as a metropolitan destination.  
The station is seen as a fascinating and paradoxical environment of 
rapid and unhurried movement, soaring and grounded perspectives, 
and urban and rural surroundings.  As an ‘in-between’ space, 
Flinders Station is considered in terms of landscape, a notion that is 
essential to any Australian environment.  This project encompasses 
three Australian landscapes that collectively construct an artifi cial 
landscape, described herein as the Fluid Landscape.

The Specious Landscape describes a deceptive attachment to an 
environment that is ultimately foreign and uninhabitable.  This 
relates to an assumed sense of national identity contrived from the 
ubiquitous Australian desert landscape where few people actually 
physically or psychologically reside.

The Everyday Landscape is the environment of everyday existence 
experienced in most modern cities.  It refers specifi cally in this 
thesis to the quotidian lifestyle of ritualistic waiting and ephemeral 
interaction of strangers who have little in common besides a daily 
commute.  

The Transitory Landscape relates to the urban landscape of 
Melbourne, seen to be in continual transition towards becoming 
one of the most signifi cant global cities throughout the world.  As 
one of the youngest modern metropolises, Melbourne has quickly 
developed a keen awareness and desire to nurture its exuberant 
cultural, artistic and architectural realms.  
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author’s prefaceThe Fluid Landscape describes the injection of an artifi cial landscape 
or extension of the urban groundscape through, around, over, and 
under existing elements of Flinders Street Station. 

The Melbourne climate is described as variable and is known for 
experiencing four seasons in one day.  The summers are usually dry 
and prone to hot spells and the winters are crisp and damp, but the 
temperature rarely drops below freezing.  Flinders Station provides 
a variety of environments simultaneously.  Throughout the 24-hour 
day and night cycle of chaos and quiet, parts of the train station, 
though seemingly plausible and attractive, could remain foreign and 
uninhabited.  The range in temperature and climate conditions will 
permit the use of the new landscape including the roofscape, the 
riverscape, and the canopied forest at varying points throughout 
the day and the year.

Flinders Street Station is exclusively a commuter station, connecting 
Melbourne’s extensive suburban roots with its thriving urban centre.  
Inter-city train travel is made by taking any commuter train from 
Flinders Street Station one stop further down the line towards the 
west, to the newly renovated Southern Cross Station.  From there, 
trains connect with other cities within the state of Victoria and 
throughout Australia.
  
Historically, Melbourne has consistently been a dense metropolis 
tightly encircled by working-class inner suburbs surrounded by an 
expansive blanket of sprawling suburbs and bush-land.  The Fluid 
Landscape imagines the experience of traversing these landscapes 
twice daily as a pleasurable journey rather than a dreaded 
appendage to the working day.  It seeks to embrace and enhance 
the disconnected and contradictory experience of the commuter.

Sited on the waterfront at the new centre of a reinvented and re-
imagined city, a reinterpretation of Flinders Station into a Fluid 
Landscape provides a key public space from which to experience 
and observe the spectacle of a city in transition. 

This thesis proposes to transform an urban experience.  The Fluid 
Landscape expresses an inherently fl uid concept of place.  The 
experience of place in this station landscape is constructed from a 
confl uence of fl ows – the river, the trains, the history, the people, 
the urban imagery, and the desires of a city in a period of rapid 
transformation and innovation. 
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introductionTrain stations are fundamentally places of fl ow.  As urban portals, 
commuter stations mediate between the urban and suburban 
landscape, connecting them at a hub of intense fl uidity.  The train 
station itself is inherently fl uid, spatially it is a place where people go 
on their way elsewhere.  The convergence of so many networks at 
the station ensures its status as an urban gateway and signifi cance 
as an urban monument.  

This thesis investigates Flinders Street Station in Melbourne, Australia 
as a site to connect disparate elements of the cityscape.  Melbourne 
is currently emerging as a powerful global city and cultural mecca 
of Australia.  A recent focus on facing the city to its long forgotten 
watercourse, the Yarra River, has been a key element in the re-
imaging of the city.  Flinders Station hugs the north banks of the river 
and faces possibly the most signifi cant intersection in Melbourne.  
Currently the station acts as a physical impediment between the 
city and the river, halting the natural fl ows between the suburban 
and urban landscapes.  Further obstacles to the development of 
Flinders Street Station involve the role of landscape in Australia 
resulting from a residual colonial condition, an incomplete break 
with an imported culture and a subsequent lack of attachment to 
the land.  As Melbourne grapples with forming its identity as a global 
city these issues are essential to the development of a train station 
that occupies the site of the new centre of Melbourne. The train 
station is explored as a captivating and contradictory place of high-
speed motion and dwelling, aerial and grounded perspectives, and 
urban and suburban environments.  This is the realm of landscape.     

The station is necessarily a monument in the urban fabric.  The 
new design looks at monumentality as a modern issue for cities 
asserting themselves in the global arena as opposed to 19th Century 
train stations as monuments to technology and industry.  The 
contemporary role of train stations has evolved with the increase 
in commuting and working habits.  Increasingly more time is spent 
traveling between work and home and the station environment 
becomes a more important part of the everyday landscape.  Will 
commuting become an increasingly outdated phenomenon as the 
mobile offi ce technology becomes more widespread and more 
people dodge the dreaded commute with laptops, home offi ces and 
cell phones?  Can we imagine a commuting experience where the 
journey becomes a pleasure rather than simply a dreaded adjunct 
to the working day? 

(left) 1  the fl uid landscape
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Australia is a land of intense urban concentration surrounded by 
suburban sprawl and expansive empty spaces.  What one might 
describe as a spurious sense of national identity has been constructed 
on the idea of a specifi cally ‘Australian Landscape’ appearing as the 
ubiquitous Australian environment but ultimately a landscape that 
few Australians actually identify with.  From its inception as a British 
penal colony to a multicultural promised land, Australia is a nation 
constructed by people geographically distant from their cultural 
roots. The obvious function of displaced peoples away from their 
homelands is the process of taking possession of the new land and 
feeling at home in it.1  This is something that seems to have never 
ultimately been achieved in Australia, a country much like Canada 
in that it struggles to transcend the modern colonial condition.2

Australia is described as “one of those European colonies of 
settlement that developed an unfulfi lled attachment to the land 
they settled, an inadequate peace with the peoples they displaced 
and an incomplete break with the cultures that gave rise to them”.3

Essentially, Australian culture and identity have consistently suffered 
from a feeling of rootlessness in terms of its people being unable 
to strongly identify with the particular versions of national identity 
that continue to be put forth.  Historically, the British Monarchy 
stood as the national symbol, yet its single defi ning characteristic 
in Australia was its glaring absence.  Instead of inciting sentiments 
of pride and attachment to a nation, it became a source of feelings 
of inadequacy and diminutiveness.4 While trying to maintain ties to 
a geographically distant homeland, Australia developed an intense 
yearning for an identity to call its own.  The plight of any colonial 
nation in a new land where a pre-nation past is not available is the 
assertion of an identity suffi ciently distinct from the mother country 
so as to render recognition as an independent nation.5  As “the 
concept of nation is perhaps the most signifi cant fi gure of collective 
emotional identifi cation in the modern world”,6 and with Australia 
failing to make a complete break from its colonial ties, it took on a 
particular importance. 

As an island continent, Australia identifi ed unique phenomena 
to provide a sense of ‘Australian-ness’ including rare fl ora and 
fauna and a distinctive and readily identifi able geographic profi le.  
Paradoxically, the idea of nation forged from a concept of wholeness 
simply in a country occupying a single continent is an unstable 
concept because it anticipates a sense of community based solely on 
a shared habitation within common borders.  Landscape, however, 
promises an identity essentially grounded in a specifi c place, thus 
evoking a foundation of truth on which to build the platform of 

the specious landscape

2  map of australia
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the specious landscapea new nation.  Landscape became and remains the privileged 
signifi er of ‘Australian-ness’. The idea of landscape is essential 
to the forming of an attachment to place in Australia.  Australian 
Aborigines in particular have an intricate relationship with their 
land, believing that their ancestors created and shaped every detail 
of the landscape, from the sandy hills to the riverbanks.7  Often, 
they celebrate these epic narratives at the scale of the landscape 
in the form of ground-paintings. According to Anne Marie Willis, the 
essence of Australia “is seen to spring from the land – timeless, 
tough, resilient – and imprint itself on [the] people who have so 
recently inhabited it”.8  Repeatedly, the inimitable characteristics of 
the Australian landscape have provided the iconography and sense 
of legitimacy needed through promising something homegrown 
and exclusively Australian.  Like many modern nations, Australia 
engages rhetoric suggesting that it “loom(ed) out of an immemorial 
past, and, still more important, (that it will) glide into a limitless 
future”.9 Landscape promises this immediate link to the past and 
the future because although the inhabitants of the new land may 
be recent, the land itself somehow evokes the notion of an eternal 
uniqueness.  

3  the painted desert
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the specious landscape The natural landscape of Australia is a hostile and unforgiving 
environment.  Inhabiting this land requires either a submission to it 
or a control over it.  Whereas the nomadic Aboriginal occupation of 
Australia, going back over 40,000 years, involved lightly touching 
the land, the European occupation involves a complete reworking 
of the landscape to suit Eurocentric needs: “Europeans have always 
measured their claim on Australia by success in moderating the 
landscape”.10  Since the 1890s, Australia has been one of the world’s 
most urbanized countries, yet the familiar images of Australia are 
not of thriving metropolises or contemporary urban life.11  The 
visual imagery circulated within the country and the rest of the 
world is generally of the ubiquitous expansive red desert, the fl at 
pastoral vista and wide-open natural spaces. The irony of depicting 
an unoccupied landscape to form an invisible sense of community 
for the psychological occupation of a land is clear.12

Without people physically or psychologically residing in this 
unpopulated landscape, the imagery is constructed by city-dwellers 
who have no sense of real connectedness to it.  “The enduring confl ict 
in Australian cities…has to do with Australians’ ambivalence to their 
land.  They are daunted by its scale, its hostility.”13  The Australian 
urban landscape, the centre of cultural activity, can be equally as 
unsettling.  The vigorous pursuit of high culture in Australia was 
meant to compensate for a perceived absence or lacking in other 
areas of national maturity.14  It was not enough that the Australian 
culture be distinctive from British culture, but it was also important 
that it be taken seriously elsewhere. One of the most lasting relics 
of colonization in Australia is a feeling of cultural inferiority or of 
being a derivative and impressionable society.15  The superiority 
of European and American culture is continuously reinforced 
here, fating the country to be continuously seeking approval from 
abroad. The incomplete break from Australia’s colonial ties give the 
establishment of high culture particular importance because the 
cultural standards have been set elsewhere, namely Britain.  Anne-
Marie Willis suggests that the visual language of painting expressed 
Australia having ‘arrived’ as a nation after Federation in 1901.16  As 
the painters became better known around the world, their artworks 
became recognized as the national style of painting that would 
be identifi ed as particularly Australian.  The general notion is that 
Australian artists have been exclusively obsessed with landscape, 
only further reinforcing its role in forming an attachment to place.17

Many artists, however, have been equally fascinated with the 
Australian cityscape and its distinct absence in the development of 
a national culture. 

(right) 4  perished: the australian landscape

note: this painting by famed australian painter sidney 
nolan depicts the legendary and ill-fated  expedition 
of robert bourke and william wills into the australian 

terra incognita  
for more information visit 

http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/burkeandwills/ 
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the specious landscape The extreme juxtaposition of urbanized sprawl-cities edging into 
a vastly empty and unsympathetic landscape obviously creates a 
sense of disconnectedness within either realm. The confl ict between 
the two extremes in the Australian landscape and the inability to 
make the essential connection between either explains the intensity 
of suburban sprawl in Australia. It is a no-mans land, neither rural 
nor urban.18 Suburbia is described as a middle landscape, or an ‘in-
between’ place that in some ways does not and does not need to 
possess a geographical location.19 This is not a singularly Australian 
phenomenon, identical suburbs proliferate in North America and 
parts of Europe.  There is no need to develop a deep connection with 
the physical location of the suburban dwelling, it can exist anywhere 
and does not rely on an attachment to the land.  In Australia it 
is in some ways a negation of the symbolic Australian ‘bush’.20

Suburban living in Australia offers a comfortable environment that 
people can form a relationship with and the opportunity to navigate 
a landscape. The relation between city and suburbia, much like city 
and bush, has been enmeshed in Australian cultural discourse since 
the rise of post-war suburban living.  The relationship can be seen 
“as an analogy for the struggle to defi ne an Australian identity: is 
that relation one of concentration/dilution, authenticity/surrogate 
respective?  Or does the ‘suburban’ vision of that elusive construct 
‘Australianness’ involve an emergence into a cultural difference 
beyond the closed symbiosis of colonisation, that enmeshed 
connection between a culture and its antecedents?”21

The French urban sociologist Paul Virilio describes the trend of 
decentralization and suburbanization as a ‘pure strategic advance 
over terrain’.22  “The city – dark, heterogeneous and anonymous, 
is replaced by the suburb – open and uniform – abolishing all 
difference and marking out the individual as a ‘citizen’, with an 
adherent responsibility that both controls and structures individual 
behaviour”.23  Melbourne has successfully advanced over the 
surrounding terrain to become the most suburbanized Australian 
metropolis.  With a recent focus on the renewal of its urban core 
the city grapples with its two disconnected landscapes: the specious 
landscape, the ubiquitous attachment to an environment that is 
ultimately foreign and inhabitable, and the fl uid landscape, the 
urban terrain of a fast developing global city.   
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the specious landscape
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For the commuter, traveling between suburb and city twice daily 
highlights the juxtaposition between the urban and suburban realms. 
The plight of the commuter has been likened to that of the prisoner, 
where crowds of individuals consistently share time and confi ned 
space and are thus inured to a state of conformity, anonymity, and 
loneliness.1 The theme of loneliness in the overcrowding of modern 
industrialized cities is further enhanced for the commuter. In The 
Revolution of Everday Life, Raoul Vaneigem is concerned with how 
much humanity can remain in people who are “dragged out of sleep 
at six every morning, jolted about in suburban trains…tossed out 
at the end of the day into the entrance halls of railway stations, 
those cathedrals of departure for the hell of weekdays and the 
nugatory paradise of weekends, where the crowd communes in a 
brutish weariness”.2  It may be that the real defi nitive experience of 
the commuter train is to be found in the ephemeral interaction of 
strangers who have little in common besides a cramped space and a 
fi xed daily schedule.3  Equally fascinating is the communal behaviour 
of the commuter, a modern phenomenon signaled by Georg Simmel 
in his often cited work, Metropolis and Mental Life from 1950.  Marc 
Augé coins this as ‘civil inattention’ and is described as forms of 
social interaction in which strangers nominally acknowledge or block 
out each other’s presence in public places.  He further notes “the 
ways in which commuters exchange fl eeting glances, or the fl ickers 
of emotion that can sometimes be detected behind the apparently 
blank faces of daydreamers”.4  The daily social exchange between 
train commuters is based on a kind of peaceful co-existence and an 
impossibly unfulfi lled desire to know anything substantial about the 
lives of the fellow passengers.5  

John Brack’s well-known painting Collins St. 5pm focuses on the 
alienation of the suburban dweller.  The name of the piece alone 
highlights the timetable that the commuter is enslaved to.  The 
painting shows a crowd of expressionless people at the peak-
hour rush all moving down Collins Street, Melbourne’s fi nancial 
district, towards a single destination, the train station.  Despite 
extreme proximity, there appears to be no exchange between the 
inconspicuous commuters in subdued attire.  Brack’s choice of muted 
sepia paint emphasizes the contradictory conditions of alienation and 
conformity of the suburban subject and as Tim Sowden suggests, 
“contains his own emotional involvement, as if in ironic homage to 
the human condition he depicts”.6

the everyday 
landscape

(right) 5  collins st., 5pm
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the everyday 
landscape

The train station is the place where the chaos of the city and the 
conformity of the suburbs come together.  Peter Rowe suggests 
that suburbanites may feel a sense of estrangement and alienation 
when arriving in the unfamiliar environment of the urban terrain or 
even be repelled and disturbed by the incoherent sites and sounds.7

The prototypical case then, would be the commuter who negotiates 
between the worlds of the city and the suburbs as part of a daily 
routine.  In the train station the commuter is in transit between 
these environments, enslaved to a schedule beyond his or her 
control where time is spent simply waiting.  

Waiting is one of the most common features shared by all 
commuters.  “Waiting is frustrating because it is both an unavoidable 
and marginalized experience:  an absolutely essential feature of 
daily life that is nevertheless associated with wasted time and even 
shameful indolence”.8  As more workers are commuting further 
distances than ever before, the daily activity of traveling between 
work and home becomes part of the work itself.9 Everyday life is 
increasingly composed of waiting time, or ‘compulsive time’, a kind 
of “limbo between work and leisure in which no explicit demands are 
made on us but we are still trapped by the necessity of waiting”.10

Waiting is simply the passing of time, time that could be spent 
more productively in which we are left to improvise how we spend 
that time.  With railway travel, time is tapped out in rhythms of 
silence, train whistles, vibrating windowpanes and momentary cries 
of passengers passing through a station heard over the beating of 
the rails.  Michel de Certeau refl ects on the relationship between 
dreams and technology experienced in railroad travel.  He describes 
train journeys as a cross between freedom and imprisonment, a 
kind of ‘incarceration-vacation’, where people are held captive in 
railway cars, places of laziness and thoughtfulness, ‘paradisiacal 
ships sailing between two social meeting-points (business-deals 
and family life)”.11 12

Through daily ritualistic movements, the commuter becomes 
immune to that which is not a part of the routine.  Their senses 
become attuned to the clocklike passing of time, the enslavement to 
a schedule over which one has no control.  Commuters learn to poise 
themselves for the exact moment when the train doors will open 
and they can depart from the carriage, when to quicken their pace 
at the sound of an incoming train whooshing past the platform, and 
the exact spot on the platform at which to stand in order for the train 
to deposit them nearest the most convenient exit at the destination 
platform.13  Siegfried Kracauer, an urban sociologist of the 1930’s, 
wrote critically and analytically of the social behaviour of employees 
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the everyday 
landscape

and commuters of his time, recognizing and identifying patterns 
that are still relevant today.  He attempts to understand the type of 
quotidian existence experienced in modern cities, with the tedious 
moments of waiting and the ephemeral community constructed by 
the daily commute.14  He suggests “the more monotony holds sway 
over the working day, the further away you must be transported 
once work ends…the true counterstroke against the offi ce machine…
is the world vibrant with colour”.15

1 Sowden, in Sarah Ferber, Chris Healy and Chris McAuliffe (Eds), op. cit., pg. 86.
2 Secondary Source:  Moran, Joe.  Reading the Everyday.  Great Britain:  Routledge, 
2005. pg. 49. Original Source: Vaneigem, Raoul.  The Revolution of Everyday Life.  
Trans:  Donal Nicholson-Smith.  London, Rebel Press/Left Bank Books, 1994, pg. 
52.  
3 Moran, op. cit., pg. 51.
4 Ibid., pg. 52.
5 Ibid.  
6 Sowden, in Sarah Ferber, Chris Healy and Chris McAuliffe (Eds), op. cit., pg. 83.
7 Rowe, Peter G.  Making a Middle Landscape.  United States:  MIT Press, 1991, pg. 
58.
8 Moran, op. cit., pg. 7.  
9 Laurier, Eric.  “Doing Offi ce Work on the Motorway”, Theory, Culture & Society, 
v21, no 4/5, 2004, pg.261-277.
10 Moran, op. cit., pg. 8.
11 De Certeau, Michel.  The Practice of Everyday Life.  California:  University 
California Press, 1988, pg 114.
12 Ibid., pg. 113.
13 Moran, op. cit., pg. 51. 
14 Ibid., pg. 31.
15 Kracauer, Siegfried.  The Salaried Masses.  London:  Verso, 1998, pg 92-93.  
Secondary Source: Moran op. cit., pg 24.  

notes
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Melbourne, the state capital of Victoria, is a city of roughly 3.5 
million people.  Often overshadowed by the more cosmopolitan and 
fl ashy Sydney, Melbourne has recently experienced an urban face-
lift in order to become a hefty player in the arena of global cities.  
Unlike most of the other large Australian cities, Melbourne was not 
built as a penal colony but rather as a sub-colony of Sydney with 
business in wool and manufacturing.  The gold rush of 1851 to 
1860 produced one third of the worlds gold just in Victoria, and 
Melbourne exploded into a frenzy of development and urbanization.1

Melbourne changed rapidly from a canvas town – that is, a town of 
tents - sub-colony to one of the largest and most splendid cities in 
the British Empire on the proceeds of the gold fi elds and was known 
during this era as ‘Marvellous Melbourne’. The gold did eventually 
run out, but people stayed in Melbourne throughout the subsequent 
depression of the 1890’s and invested their riches in constructing 
the fi nancial capital of Australia.  

When Australia federated in 1901, Melbourne was the most prevalent 
and grandest city in the new nation and served as the new capital 
until it was moved to Canberra in 1927.  The wealth that fl owed 
through Melbourne during the gold rush left the city with a legacy of 
grand Victorian architecture, an extensive network of railways and 
tramlines, and a unique city grid with abnormally wide main streets 
reminiscent of European boulevards interspersed with a secondary 
grid of narrow laneways.  

Melbourne never experienced a dense and thriving urban residential 
population.  The post-war years of the 1950s and 1960s greatly 
suburbanized the city. It grew laterally instead of vertically, pushing 
further and further out.  By the 1970s Melbourne was a virtual 
carpet of low-density suburbs.  The train and tram networks already 
fi rmly rooted in the daily cultural lives of Melbourne’s inhabitants 
grew tentacle-like over the surrounding bush land to facilitate the 
‘Great Australian Dream’ of suburban home ownership.2  John 
Fiske, Bob Hodge, and Graeme Turner suggest that it is perhaps 
the inherent nature of Australia as a promised land for immigration 
that the single-family home in the suburbs became such a rampant 
norm.  “The Australian way is, and always has been, to own a home 
on a plot of its own, so that the homeless immigrant is magically 
transformed into a man of property”.3  

“Seeing is believing.  Melbourne is 
changing before our eyes…At long last 

Melbourne is really on the move”.

  (Victorian Government brochure, 
1996)

(right) 6  metropolitan melbourne and 
surrounding suburbs
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Since its glorious days as Marvellous Melbourne, when the city was 
alive day and night with revelry and other signs of an instantaneous 
and overwhelming wealth, the city has been well known for its 
quiet and conservative demeanor.  Consistently overshadowed and 
outdone by the more extroverted and showy Sydney, a distinct and 
bitter rivalry has developed between the two major Australian cities 
that has been described as ‘landmark envy’.4  The image of Sydney 
as a thriving harbour city framed by the infamous Sydney Opera 
House and Sydney Harbour Bridge generally outshines the more 
subdued image of Melbourne’s trams, parks, boulevards and public 
monuments.  Indeed, the iconographic image of the Sydney Opera 
House is fi rmly implanted in the minds of Australians and the rest of 
the world as the signifi er of a confi dent and cosmopolitan Australia.  
It is one of the most distinctive and photographed buildings of the 
20th Century and one of the most famous performing arts venues in 
the world.  Before the Sydney Opera House became an important 
symbol, the unique fl ora and fauna were incorporated into a cultural, 
and sometimes urban, context to represent the myth of Australia, 
but were now rendered obsolete representatives of the Nation.5  

For Melbourne, the cultural hub and intellectual capital of the nation, 
the iconic image of the Sydney Opera House with its large exterior 
space open for festivals and gatherings burned deep in the public 
mind.  Melbourne has a rich and diverse cultural life, but has long 
suffered from the blatant absence of an outdoor urban space to 
be the focus of arts and civic life.  Suited to the temperate and 
modest demeanor of Melbourne, rich and diverse aspects of the 
city’s urban morphology are tucked away from view and can only be 
appreciated as they are experienced.  The speculative subdivision 
process of the land in the city grid from the outset led to an intricate 
web of laneways and arcades where the cultural and artistic life 
that Melbourne is known for thrives.  The laneways are the “errant 
fl ows of everyday life that by-pass the rigid grid and give the city 
so much of its urban character”.6  This highly permeable structure 
can go entirely unnoticed and unexplored or can become a shortcut 
through the city fabric or a destination point for those who are ‘in 
the know’.   

Marooned in a sea of fl at and unremarkable landscape, the single 
most defi ning aspect of the city is its River.  The city was determined, 
and largely shaped, by the Yarra River. Several kilometers inland 
from Port Philip Bay, European settlers in 1830 chose a spot on a 
particularly alluring bend in the river to found the new city.  The 
main axis of the city was located where some rocks forming a 

the transitory 
landscape

8  the sydney opera house

(left) 7  melbourne city centre and inner 
suburbs

9  the opera house and monumental 
steps
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natural waterfall created a pool below as a turning basin for ships 
and a source of fresh water above.  According to the British doctrine 
of terra nullius, the land was claimed based on the assertion that it 
was uninhabited, despite the fact that Aboriginal groups collectively 
known as the Kulin nation continuously inhabited the landscape for 
over 40,000 years.7  The fateful collision of these two cultures was 
ultimately tragic and in a few short years the centuries-old Aboriginal 
way of life was changed forever.  Although the details surrounding 
the appropriation and displacement of the Aborigine peoples here 
is not strictly relevant to this thesis, the land on which the project 
is situated is particularly infused with the memories of the invasion 
and ethnocide of the early years of Melbourne and is worth noting.  
The Yarra River was an important source of life and ritual for the 
Kulin nation who relied on an acute understanding of the unique 
seasonal, geographical and botanical phenomena to survive.8  

The new settlement quickly rose on the north banks of the river, 
turning its back to the south bank, notoriously prone to substantial 
fl ooding by the moody and temperamental Yarra.  “The city has long 
had an ambivalent relationship to its river landscape, both turning 
away from and yet facing the river”.9  Although the river was the main 
port and front door to the city and the gate between the colony and 
the empire, the riverscape soon became lined with factories, noxious 
trades and the river itself was reduced to an industrial sewer.  The 
wharves eventually moved downstream and the railways took hold 
of the land along the north bank, essentially severing the river from 
the city both visually and functionally.  The once vibrant waterfront 
activity disappeared and the northern riverbank became overgrown 
and unused.  

Increased development near the river’s catchment basin began to 
contribute to the already brownish colour of the industrially polluted 
water.  Particles of clay are suspended by the gentle turbulence, 
only sinking after attaching to salt particles at the mouth of the Bay.  
This produces a muddy, sepia colour at the surface of the water with 
clearer waters fl owing underneath, characterizing the Yarra as the 
‘upside-down river’.  The neglected watercourse was widened and 
rerouted in places to alleviate the fl ooding to the south bank, but 
the river frontage remained a forgotten piece of real estate at the 
doorstep to the city.  Subsequent development of Melbourne further 
consigned the Yarra to being the abandoned backdoor of the city.  

11  the yarra river course

(left) 10  melbourne laneways
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No wonder then, that the river became the focus of an urban face-
lift scheme to put Melbourne on the global map in the 1990s.  After 
an economic depression during the 1980s, Melbourne emerged 
wanting to re-image and re-imagine itself.  As an architectural and 
urban researcher focusing on phenomology of place and spatial 
analysis, Kim Dovey has written extensively about the recent 
transformation of Melbourne’s urban waterfront.  He has described 
this transformation as “repositioning the city in the national and 
international economy, with a focus on the river as a landscape 
designed to capture both the fl ows of desire and of global capital”.10

Already with the richest discourse and practice of architecture 
and urbanism, the new architectural style for Melbourne shed its 
conservative shell and a fl ashier and often highly contentious new 
style emerged.  Several of these new projects took position along 
the re-established river frontage.  A new arts precinct including 
a concert hall, national art museum, and performing arts centre 
anchored the newly developed south bank precinct at the edge of 
the city.  A public promenade was constructed for the length of the 
city along the south bank, with the river forming a stage and the 
city skyline forming a backdrop.  A new pedestrian bridge attempted 
to create a better link across the river after being sealed off for 
years.  The main attractions of the new precinct were restaurants, 
retail, and the Crown Casino.  Intended to have the same effect for 
Melbourne that the Opera House did for Sydney, the casino runs 
over 450 metres of waterfront and is an appalling agglomeration 
of cinema, retail, restaurant, nightclub and hotel space, with the 
second largest gaming fl oor in the world.11  A row of gas fi reballs 
explode hourly along the river announcing the unabashed spectacle 
that awaits inside.  The project was overwhelmingly successful in 
reawakening the riverscape as an urban destination and diverting 
large numbers of consumers from the downtown to the other side 
of the river.  
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arts and culture

15 site analysis: arts and culture

(left outside) 12 yarra river crossings

(left middle) 13 southbank river promenade

(left inside) 14 crown casino
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central shopping

16 site analysis: central shopping
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major transportation

17 site analysis: major transportation
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parks and recreation

18 site analysis: parks and recreation
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The north bank of the Yarra, not having received signifi cant attention 
in the development of the seductive new image of Melbourne, 
remains burdened with the railyards.  As the centenary celebrations 
of the 1901 Australian Federation loomed, Melbourne received 
federal funding for a major urban project to be completed by 2001, 
duly named ‘Federation Square’.  The program was loose, but the 
imperatives of the competition design brief stated clearly that it must 
“be geared to Melbourne’s new global role, transform the image of 
the city, celebrate the ideals of federation and independence, and 
connect the city to the river”.12  The chosen site for the project was 
on the north bank at the key intersection of Swanston Street and 
Flinders Street where Princes Bridge connects the major north-south 
axis of St. Kilda Boulevard on the south bank with the city centre.  
This location is the primary urban entrance of Melbourne.  Sharing 
this crucial node point of entry to the city with Federation Square is 
the historic St. Paul’s cathedral, a prominent building known as the 
‘face’ of the city from the southern axis, the infamous Young and 
Jackson, the oldest pub in Melbourne, and Flinders Street Station, 
the gateway between the city and the surrounding suburbs.  The 
project was hailed to become the “landmark Melbourne ‘lacked’, 
meeting a global market, helping to defi ne the city and nation”.13  

The winning entry by LAB Architecture Studio in conjunction with 
BatesSmart Architects comprised an intricate complex of building 
‘shards’ and residual spaces intended to pick up and extend the 
city lanes while extending “the city fl oor…out to the river’s edge”.14

Tragically, the potential of this prime waterfront site was not fully 
realized, and although it is hugely successful as an urban destination 
and public gathering space, there are obvious shortcomings.  The 
extensions of the labyrinthine laneways do not actually lead through 
the project as they do through the city.  A continuous fl ow of people 
through the square and to the railways and the river is absent, or 
at best, stilted and diffi cult to navigate.  This is partly due to the 
fact that the architects were required to maintain some heritage 
bluestone vaults along the river.  In response, the project repeats 
the traditional mistake of Melbourne architecture in turning its back 
to the river.15  The quest to turn the city to the waterfront and in turn 
to present this waterfront to the world is one of the ongoing urban 
strategies in which the riverscape plays a vital role in transforming 
Melbourne from a staid and conservative ‘second-city’ to a global 
fl uid city.

the transitory 
landscape

19 aerial view of federation square

20 federation square plaza
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21 federation square: open to fl inders 
street

(below) 22 federation square: backing onto 
the yarra
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23 federation square: closed-off at the 
yarra river

notes
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the fl uid landscape Flinders Station is one of the busiest urban entranceways in 
Melbourne.  Begun in 1901 and completed in 1909, the existing 
station is an imposing piece of Federation Style architecture planted 
fi rmly at the most prominent location in Melbourne.  The American 
architect WS Richardson suggested in 1912 that stations should 
always be placed at one of the most pivotal sites in the urban fabric.1

Flinders Street Station is located such that it has the potential to 
fulfi ll an urgent need for centrality in Melbourne.  Flinders Station 
serves as the central train station for an extensive suburban rail 
service extending as far as 2 hours by train from the city centre.  
The blanket of suburban sprawl assures that the station consistently 
remains a central focus of activity.  Beyond its utilitarian function, 
Flinders Station is a popular and well-appreciated Melbourne 
landmark.  The shortcomings of Flinders Station are not in its ability 
to serve as a train station or as an icon.  The problems are in the 
way that the building and the railway fail to connect the city to 
its re-discovered watercourse and its inability to relate with the 
surrounding urban fabric and to provide a public urban space at one 
of the most engaging sites in the city.  

site

(right) 25 fl inders street station: urban 
entranceway

24 melbourne suburban rail network
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The project boundaries edge up to the main existing Flinders Street 
Station building.  An existing roof structure over the concourse and 
the platform canopies are to be removed and replaced with the 
proposed roofscape and urban park. The existing railway lines have 
been maintained, with the focus of the project on the roofscape and 
the riverscape.  Instead of demolishing the existing building, the 
project is anchored by it.  Only small, precise incisions are proposed 

the fl uid landscape

site

26 existing construction

existing construction to 
remain

existing construction to 
be removed
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in the imposing façade along Flinders Street.  Like most great train 
stations, Flinders Station contains elements that position it as a 
readily identifi able building typology and a representation of the 
symbolic power of the city centre.  The existing architecture is at 
a fi gurative and literal crossroads architecturally and historically.  
The juxtaposition of old and new buildings at this intersection only 
stands to reinforce its prominence and signifi cance in Melbourne.

the fl uid landscape

site

27 proposed construction

existing construction

new construction
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28 site context
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the fl uid landscape

site

29 bird’s eye view of melbourne

(below) 30 yarra river panorama
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site
2 3

4 5

6

7

31 fl inders street elevation - east end 32 fl inders street elevation - west end

33 on platforms looking towards 
concourse

34 inside concourse overlooking 
platforms

35 federation square from inside 
concourse

36 swanston street elevation from 
federation square
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8

10

9

39 yarra river elevation

38 view from underneath pedestrian 
bridge

37 fl inders street main entrance
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design development

40 early sketch model - roof plaza

41 early sketch model - multidirectional  
landscape
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design development

42 roofscape sketch design options

(below) 43 early sketch model - public space 
overlooking river
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design development

44 sketch model - landscaped and 
hardscape plazas

45 sketch model - building incision and 
circulation

(right, this page) 46 sketch model - connections 
through station
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design development

47 street section sketches

(below) 48 sketch model - folding roofdeck 
over concourse
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the fl uid landscape This thesis envisions Flinders Station as a new hybrid public urban 
park at the core of Melbourne at the confl uence of river, transit, 
laneways, and boulevards.  Train stations are inherently gateways, 
and intermittently points of chaos and quiet during the 24-hour 
day and night cycle.  The new design establishes this inherent 
busyness as the basis for a landscape designed to enhance and 
intensify this quality.  The journey through the station is intended to 
be a varying and captivating experience.  The nature of large transit 
facilities often requires that passengers traverse long distances by 
foot.  Great train stations of the past have recognized that this 
journey can be heightened with a spectacular physical setting, the 
walk through Penn Station in New York City for example was often 
described as a “magnifi cent distance”2.  

The through-movement circulation of the train station is juxtaposed 
with the introduction of programmatic elements intended to 
encourage dwelling.  These pockets of rest are enticing places from 
which to observe the hectic choreography of metropolitan life.  Trains 
connect you to the ground as you fl y through the landscape.  The 
fi ngers extruding from the rooftop landscape and touching down to 
the platforms suggest a connection with the sky, the river, and the 
greater urban fabric of Melbourne.  The station is seen as a place 
of cultural life, where trains are like moving piazzas rolling by and 
watching contemporary life in the city.3  

movement

(right) 60 dwelling in motion
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Train stations are environments of continual movement interspersed 
with spaces of waiting and leisure.  The form for the roofscape of 
Flinders Station is intended to give the impression of freedom of 
movement and was inspired by Yokohama Pier by Foreign Offi ce 
Architects and the Maritime Youth House by Plot.  Like Flinders 
Station, these are two examples of hybrid exterior public spaces 
using form and surface to inspire a feeling of continuous movement 
and give a sense of access.  Both projects utilize a smooth-skin 
surface to facilitate uninterrupted fl ow over an artifi cial landscape.  
This form of fl uid, multidirectional public space transforms the 
ground into an active surface, essentially an extension of the urban 
ground.     

the fl uid landscape

movement

 61 maritime youth centre by PLOT

(right) 63 yokohama pier

62 maritime youth centre public space
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Vertical circulation through the artifi cial landscape of Flinders Street 
Station is one of the most signifi cant experiences in the project.  
Staircases, escalators, and elevators are designed to heighten the 
experience of moving through this busy environment at the centre 
of Melbourne.  Expansive staircases are periodically broken with 
large landings to offer points of rest and moments of pause as the 
user climbs between the platforms and the roofscape.  Views from 
the station alternate between the city skyline to the northeast and 
the Yarra River with Port Phillip Bay beyond to the southwest. For 
this reason, the staircases are left open in order to enhance the 
visual spectacle of the train station scene playing out below.  A stair 
of similar size connecting the new addition and existing portion of 
the Ontario College of Art and Design project in Toronto by Will 
Alsop highlights the potential that can be lost from fully enclosing 
such dramatic circulation elements.  Circulating between the two 
OCAD buildings via one grand exterior stairway should be one of 
the most interesting moments in the project, but unfortunately the 
user cannot see clearly through the pink glazing to appreciate the 
signifi cance of the experience.  The view of the city, the streetscape 
below, and shadow of the mass hovering overhead is regrettably 
wasted.  

Escalators glazed with vision glass in three locations provide a 
moving element to further enhance the juxtaposition of slow and 
fast spaces in the station.  The hurried commuter can plan a route 
that includes an escalator to speed up travel and waiting times.  The 
leisured pedestrian is offered a moment of respite to observe what 
is going on within the station and the area beyond passing between 
the timely environment of the train platforms and the wandering 
nature of the urban park above.  The vision of travelers gliding up 
and down behind the glass is a similar feature to the iconic central 
core of Terminal 1 in the Charles-de-Gaulle Airport by Paul Andreu.  
The inner courtyard of the airport is crisscrossed by six moving 
walkways hanging above a large fountain, reinforcing the airport, 
like a train station, as an environment of travel, animating the space 
and facilitating movement.4

64 OCAD connecting stairway

65 terminal 1, charles de galle airport, 
central core

the fl uid landscape

movement
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movement

66 circulation: stairs and ramps

rampsramps

stairsstairs
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movement

67 circulation: elevators and escalators

elevatorselevators

escalatorsescalators
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movement

The complexity of user groups in the new station will increase the 
effervescence and excitement both as an urban destination and as 
an urban entrance.  Commuters fi ltering twice daily through the 
station will become learned navigators of the new landscape, timing 
their train departures with the most effi cient route through the site, 
or lingering in the compulsive time between work and home where 
increasing amounts of everyday life will be spent.5  The person for 
whom the river or roofscape is the destination point for leisurely 
activities will fi nd an extension of the riverside promenade stretching 

68 existing movement through site
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movement

across the station with viewpoints and places of dwelling.  The city-
dweller and pedestrian will have access to a new central park where 
now parkland clings only to the fringes of the city centre.  New 
circulation routes provide access throughout and beyond the site.  
Visitors to the station for arts and cultural events can arrive by 
train and attend a theatre presentation right on the rivers edge or 
stroll through an art exhibit on the landscaped roof.  The project 
essentially provides unimpeded fl ow between the city and the river, 
opening the backdoor of the city to a fl uid landscape of pleasure.  
  69 proposed movement through site
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movement
possible commuter circulation

(top) 70 commuter circulation diagram

(right) 71 walking through concourse

(bottom) 72 arrival by train
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the fl uid landscape

(top) 73 grabbing a coffee

(bottom left) 74 resting by the yarra

(bottom right) 75 waiting
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movement
possible pedestrian circulation

(top) 76 pedestrian circulation diagram

(bottom left) 77 walking through - day

(bottom right) 78 strolling
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the fl uid landscape

(top left) 79 cutting through

(top right) 80 taking the stairs to fed square

(below) 81 walking through - night
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movement
possible arts/culture circulation

(top) 82 arts and culture circulation 
diagram

(above) 83 outdoor festival at fed square

(right) 84 morning tai chi
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the fl uid landscape

(left) 85 marketplace

(below) 86 theatre on the yarra

(bottom) 87 dance performance on the yarra
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movement
possible leisure circulation

(top) 88 leisure circulation diagram

(above) 89 yarra river viewpoint - day

(right) 90 evening in the plaza
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the fl uid landscape

(right) 91 approaching from elizabeth street

(bottom left) 92 watching fed square

(bottom right) 93 yarra river viewpoint - night
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Suspended in this urban parkland are three ‘fl oating objects’:  A 
café, an outdoor auditorium, and a theatre on the Yarra River. 
Injected in an otherwise uninterrupted fl uid landscape, the essence 
of these objects plays with the spirit of the permanent transience 
of the train station environment.  In keeping with the tradition of 
many great train stations by having a signature restaurant or café 
that becomes a well-known destination point in itself, such as the 
legendary Oyster Bar in Grand Central Station, New York, the café 
at Flinders Station is intended to act as a station centrepiece.  The 
café hovers between the roofscape and the concourse, hanging from 
the ceiling and poking up from the ground. Glazed on three sides, 
this aerie overlooks all parts of the station.  The scale of this space 
is intended to provide a place of juxtaposition with the vastness of 
the concourse and platform waiting area from where people can 
watch the trains rolling by and the people rushing through.  Whether 
killing time before the next train, grabbing a coffee on the way to 
the offi ce, or meeting friends for a drink, the café provides a crucial 
element of any urban public space: an enticing and comfortable 
environment from which to see and be seen.  

On a much larger scale, the outdoor auditorium is open to the air 
and looks out over the river promenade and Southbank precinct.  
Visually, from the roof, it is an extension of the ground surface folding 
down to connect the roofscape with the riverscape.  From within the 
concourse however, it appears as a large, shapely object bulging 
out from the ceiling and seemingly hovering just off the ground.  
The ceiling fi nish material stops just short of connecting with the 
suspended object in order to reinforce the impression of an object 
fl oating within a vast space.  Functionally, the outdoor auditorium 
provides seating for the theatre fl oating at the river’s edge.  At fi rst 
glance, this theatre seems to be no more than an extension of the 
riverside promenade.  However, in the spirit of the river to which it 
belongs, it is in a state of permanent transience, always resting at 
a point from which it can break from terra fi rma and fl oat into the 
unknown.  Like the café and the auditorium, the theatre visually 
refrains from disappearing into the station environment and instead 
slips away from the smooth, fl uid landscape to hover in space.  The 
station provides an anchoring point for this drifting stage, which can 
freely navigate the Yarra River to cater to Melbourne’s abundance of 
cultural events and riverside festivities.       

the fl uid landscape

elements: 
fl oating objects and structure
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elements: 
fl oating objects and structure

(top left) 94 fl oating objects - plan

(top right) 96 suspended café

(bottom) 95 fl oating objects - section
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elements: 
fl oating objects and structure
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elements: 
fl oating objects and structure

(top) 97 fl oating market on the yarra

(bottom) 98 fl oating theatre - plan

(left) 99 symphony on the yarra
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Traditionally, train station architecture is a platform for the 
celebration of structural innovation and technological advances.  
Certainly, during the Industrial Revolution, a revolution that took 
place before the creation of the Australian Nation, the breathtaking 
interior spans of station architecture embodied physical proof of 
the leaps and bounds made by science and the modernization of 
cities afforded by the machine.  As urban gateways, the structural 
feats accomplished in grandiose railway architecture reinforce the 
importance of the city entrance point.  Two main structural systems 
are utilized for interior and exterior spaces at Flinders Station.  A 
grid constructed of slanted steel columns support the roof in the 
concourse area.  These large members hold the roofscape high 
above the urban ground plane, keeping with the tradition of grand 
train station entry halls.  This diagonal strut structure is echoed in 
the long-span staircases and escalators, similarly acting as large 
diagonal structural struts.  

In the exterior, the fi nger-like extensions of the roofscape stretch 
over the platforms acting as canopies and touch down lightly to the 
ground.  Tree-columns support these exterior canopies in a semi-
random pattern creating a ‘forest’ in the urban park.  A relevant 
precedent for this project is the Stuttgart Airport by Von Gerkan, 
Marg & Partner Architects, similarly a large open space that uses 
giant steel tree-columns.  A regular grid is laid over the plan of 
Flinders Station and then crisscrossed to form a triangulated grid 
pattern.  A triangular grid offers more structural strength and 
stability than a square grid would for the long, slender forms of the 
canopies.  Three sizes of tree-columns are alternatively rotated and 
unevenly spaced throughout the grid.  The tree branches split as 
they rise and eventually connect to points on the triangulated grid 
forming a scattered system of steel trees.  The intricate structure 
of this forest is fully exposed, with the complexity lending to the 
chaotic, yet timely nature of the platform area.  In the concourse, 
the overhead structure is hidden behind a smooth dropped ceiling 
of Tasmanian red gum wood planking running perpendicular to the 
river and reinforcing freedom of movement towards it.  

the fl uid landscape

elements: 
fl oating objects and structure

(top) 100 stuttgart airport terminal

(bottom) 101 stuttgart airport ‘forest’
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the fl uid landscape

elements: 
fl oating objects and structure

(top) 102 concourse structural sketch

(middle) 103 three tree column sizes sketch

(bottom) 104 platform structural grid detail
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the fl uid landscape

elements: 
fl oating objects and structure

105, 106, 107, 108 structural tree sketch model
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the fl uid landscape

elements: 
fl oating objects and structure
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As part of the parkland for the project, a porous vegetal wall is fi xed 
to the south side of the existing station administration building.  This 
screen of vegetation provides a vertical green element to the park 
and a natural buffer between the existing and new construction.  
The wall is constructed of a structural steel skeleton and a soil 
substrate fi xed to the existing building wall.  This structure allows a 
space between the existing building and the vegetative layer so that 
stresses applying to the building structure do not affect the vegetal 
wall.  The wall requires minimum maintenance due to water and 
air networks running through the substrate, making irrigation and 
fertilization functions automatic. Vegetal wall technology developed 
in France for the vertical garden at the Musée du Quai Branly 
innovatively fi lters and treats air pollution through the introduction 
of specifi c bacteria to the wall substrate.  When combined with 
selected plantings, the wall thus acts as a “biofi lter that fi xes 
pollutants through physicochemical phenomena”.6 The leafy surface 
and absorbent substrate of the wall will act as a phonic insulator 
to the inherently loud environment of the station.  Drainage from 
the roof to the vegetal wall supports an urban infrastructure quality 
essential in a city plighted with drought as often as Melbourne.  The 
wall is a living, breathing component of the project and will grow 
and change with the infamous Melbourne climate, known to see 
four seasons all in one day.  Through the use of different substrates, 
a large variety of native plants and fl owers can grow, offering a 
changing display of natural colours and textures throughout the 
seasons and the year.  

Two wall sections have been developed to a high level of detail, 
outlining the two typical structural conditions in the project.  Wall 
section 1 is cut through the roof deck and train concourse with the 
large truss columns and concealed super structure.  A suspended 
ceiling of Tasmanian red gum timber slats forms a smooth ceiling 
fi nish running towards the river.  The typical roof deck is fi nished 
with natural teak decking, also running perpendicular to the river.  
Exterior lighting elements are sunk into the built up roof deck and 
sit in the horizontal C-channels, continuing around the edges of the 
roofscape.  Wall section 2 shows a typical tree column condition in 
the platform area or at the landscaped roof deck.  Lighting elements 
in the tree branches shine upwards to the underside of the canopies, 
illuminating and refl ecting off corrugated steel sheeting.  At the base 
of the trees the structure is cut away to provide electrical access for 
the market stalls under the landscaped deck and to conceal ground 
lighting.  Finish materials are to be natural and native to Australia 
wherever possible, with a high level of durability suitable for the 
busy train station environment.    

the fl uid landscape

details: 
vegetal wall and materiality

109 vegetal wall sketch

110 musée de quai branly, paris
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the fl uid landscape

details: 
vegetal wall and materiality

greenery

111 material palette

tasmanian red gum

steel mesh corrugated aluminum

green tinted glass teak decking

australian sandstone tiling painted steel
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Train stations are inherently vital nexus points within the urban 
fabric. The commuter station connects suburbia with the city, fi ltering 
commuters twice daily through an environment that negotiates the 
disparate worlds of work and home.  As cities strive to become 
key global players they grapple with ways to develop and maintain 
a competitive edge.  In this struggle, recognizing, creating, and 
reinforcing viable public spaces becomes essential.  The train 
station is traditionally a great gathering space through which people 
fl ow, alternatively a quiet and chaotic environment throughout the 
day.  Reinterpreting Flinders Street Station as a public space equips 
this hub of activity at the centre of gravity in Melbourne with the 
juxtaposition of slow and fast spaces.  This renews traditional ideas 
of urban public spaces, offering a place where people can feel equally 
comfortable whether loitering or rushing through.  Imperatively, 
Flinders Station feeds into Melbourne’s existing and emerging 
network of public spaces with unimpeded access to the Yarra 
Riverscape, Federation Square, and complex of central boulevards 
and laneways. For commuters, the station is part of their everyday 
landscape, and becomes an extension of their multi-tasking lifestyle 
instead of an environment simply for waiting and watching time 
pass by on schedule.  The station can either enhance the inherent 
disconnection of the commuter lifestyle by relating neither to the 
city nor the suburbs, or as this thesis exhibits, it can embrace this 
lifestyle of perpetual sameness by imagining the ‘in-between’ as a 
fascinating place.

conclusion
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landmark competition

114 bridging landmarks

note: this panel was entered in the 
central glass company landmark 

competition, july 2005
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